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Various sugar related articles
The Executive Director would like to draw your attention to the articles below all of which are
relevant to the sugar sector.

FoodNavigator.com
Sugar: the next ingredient set to come under fire for its climate impact?
Meat and dairy are regularly targeted for their environmental impact. In the UK, for example, the
government’s Committee on Climate Change has recommended a 20% cut in meat and dairy by
2030, rising to 35% by 2050 for meat only. Sugar may be next, warns a report from AI data firm
Spoonshot.
https://www.foodnavigator.com/article/2021/04/23/sugar-the-next-ingredient-set-to-comeunder-fire-for-its-climate-impact
Nestlé warns of prices increases, against ‘excessive’ growth expectations after best
quarter in decade
Despite strong organic sales growth and market share gains in the first quarter, Nestlé’s CEO
warned market analysts yesterday against “excessive margin growth expectations,” and
cautioned the company could raise prices later this year or early next to offset pandemic-related
inflation.
https://www.foodnavigator.com/article/2021/04/23/nestle-warns-of-prices-increases-againstexcessive-growth-expectations-after-best-quarter-in-decade

Same taste, half the sugar: DouxMatok launches choc spreads to showcase next gen
Incredo ‘enhanced’ sugar
DouxMatok, the Israeli firm behind patented technology that makes regular sugar taste sweeter,
has launched limited-edition chocolate spreads in the US with half the sugar of leading brands to
give consumers the chance to taste products made with its ‘Incredo’ enhanced sugar for the first
time.
https://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/article/2021/04/20/same-taste-half-the-sugar-douxmatoklaunches-choc-spreads-to-showcase-next-gen-incredo-enhanced-sugar
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Coca-Cola Co. weighs price increases as part of ‘holistic’ inflation management to
offset rising commodity costs
While the Coca-Cola Co. is protected against rising commodity costs for now, it could raise prices
next year or late this year as part of a multi-prong approach to manage inflation of key ingredients
and packaging materials, according to executives.
https://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/article/2021/04/20/coca-cola-co.-weighs-price-hikes-aspart-of-holistic-inflation-management-to-offset-rising-commodity-costs
Nestlé sets carbon target for KitKat: ‘We are reducing and removing emissions to
reach carbon neutrality by 2025’
Over the next four years, Nestlé will be working within and outside of its value chain to reduce
and remove emissions related to its KitKat brand. The goal, a company spokesperson explained,
is carbon neutrality.
https://www.foodnavigator.com/article/2021/04/21/nestle-sets-carbon-target-for-kitkat-we-arereducing-and-removing-emissions-to-reach-carbon-neutrality-by-2025
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